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Language is a social thing and, of course, every change in our society is
reflected in our language. It is normal, because appearance of new fashion or
new things entails appearance of a new word and as people don't like to think
over the new word, it is much easier to borrow it.
Nowadays we use a lot of words and very often don’t know what one or
another word means. Such words arc widely used by our politicians, people
on TV, these words are used to be in our newspapers and pollute our own
language.
This theme is actual nowadays because very often people don’t understand
the meaning of some foreign words and therefore forget their own language.
Our generation lives in the world, where everybody uses English borrowings.
Some people think that the Russian Language began to borrow English
words in Peter’s the First reign, others think that we began to borrow English
words in times of “perestroika". Partly, they are right. First Anglicism entered
in the Russian language during 18-19 century. It was a time, when Peter the
first began to transform Russian Society and Economy. He, for example, creat
ed “Scnat", called after English word "Senate". Alexander I took a lot of words
such as “ministry", which means “ministerstvo" in Russian from English. As
you sec, only suffix is changed here. Then it was reign of Catherine the Great
- The century of Enlightenment. In those times a lot of foreign books were
popular in Russia. As a result, people began to use foreign words more often.
Of course, Soviet Union brought a lot of changes in Russian language,
but, excluding old words, they protected language from borrowings. Vladimir
Lenin said: “We spoil Russian language. We use foreign words without neces
sity and use them wrong. Why we say “defecty", while we can say “probely",
“nedostatki", “ncdocheti"? Shouldn't we unsheathe the sword to foreign use
less words?".[8] Soviet Union greatly changed Russian language. There was
“Soviet kind of Russian". There was a system, when nobody could see how
people live in the West. So, after World War II different teenager subcultures
appeared in USSR. It happened because in time of war people could see the
bright and very different life of foreigners. This time was changeable for every

country, which was involved in the war. In England there were subcultures of
“Teddy Boys" and then “Modes", in USSR there were subcultures of “Stilyagi" and then "Hippy". All these Soviet subcultures used Anglicism as their
own Jargon. They said "manushki" from English “money", used such words as
“tayok" from English word "tie" with the same meaning of these words. Now
we don't use these words, but we use a lot of other Anglicism.
Anglicism appears in all spheres of our life, but there are some spheres, in
which we can find more Anglicism then in other. The greatest number of loans
occurs in the fields of science, technology and industry. In fact, over a quar
ter of all loans belong to this semantic group. For instance, “gennaya ingenenya"= “genetic engineering", “kscrokopiya" = “Xerox copy", “ckosfcra” =
“ccosphcre" and others. Another group of loanwords are sport loanwords: "futbol" = "football", “vindsyorfcr”=”windsurfer" and others.
So. we use Anglicism in all spheres of our life, but the greatest problem
is that we use Anglicism in our Mass Media and our politicians use them in
their speeches. The other important problem, caused by loanwords, is that we
forget Russian language, we not just replace our native words, but very often
we change the Russian word or its meaning. Many words are produced in Rus
sian every day; they have English roots and Russian affixes («mastdait» means
«critisizc» - from «must die», «smailik» from «smile» - as a sign in e-mail,
«otfardit» means «send forward», etc). Sometimes we use a common Russian
word with a new meaning. For example, «mylo» in Russian means «soap»,
but we say «mylo» in spoken Russian meaning «с-mail», because «mylo» and
«е-mail» are similar in pronunciation. We change our language ourselves with
a help of Anglicism. Yes, borrowing is quiet a normal process, but we use thou
sands of words, borrowed from English, while English just borrowed nearly
200 words from Russian. And, it is interesting enough, that English doesn’t
have words, borrowed from Russian, while we replace our native words with
English.
Among social and psychological causes, influencing the process of bor
rowing we can name raising amount of English-speaking people in Russia.
Great amount of people, living abroad, come back to Russia and become a
cause of code-switching, when people of some group begin to speak some
English words in their daily life.
Many linguists notice prestige of English word in some situations. For
example, if Russian people say "magazin” they mean just a shop, but if they
say "shop” they mean that this shop is prestige and there arc modem goods in
this shop sold.
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What is more, using Anglicism is a good way to show that you are modem
for teenagers. If teenager uses such words, he is thought to be fashionable and
become respected among his friends.
Another cause of borrowing is popularity of Anglicism in speeches of pop
ular and famous people - from singers to politicians. For example, there was
a time, when TV presenter said “There was a drive!" and teenagers caught the
word “drive". They use it to nowadays.
Philologist Krysin says that another cause of borrowings is actuality of
word. For example, if the word describes an important thing, it very fast be
comes usual and other words with Russian suffixes are produced. [7]
These facts arc really important in our daily life, because statistics of using
foreign words arc disappointing. Let us look at some of them.
To compare the present day situation and the soviet period, in the time
of “Iron Curtain", when people couldn’t know a lot of Anglicism, I counted
Borrowed words in Soviet Article of N. Tercshina. written in I960. Of course,
there arc some borrowings, such as “produktsiya", formed of English “Pro
duction", just with another suffix, or “Kombain" from English “Combine",
pronounced in the same way , but they take just 8%!
Then I took one tale of Chekhov, called “smart janitor" and found out that
borrowings take place of just 0,8%. For example, “klimat" from English "Cli
mate". It shows that reading classical books is very useful in case you won’t
use such a great number of Anglicism.
We can change the situation to the good and solve this problem as it is re
ally a social problem - problem of our society, our generation. And we should
find a ways to make our language clear and prove that it is really all-sufficient,
as Pushkin said.
What is more, I explored some interesting facts from Mass Media. I took
“Postscriptum” newspaper and counted amount of Anglicism used in it. I took
the newspaper and looked through one page. There were 7 articles. O f course,
the amount of Anglicism in different articles is different, but in general English
borrowings take great part of our speech. They take about 17% of all words.
Different words like “camera" or "telcvidenic" are widely used there.
Analyzing results of exploration we can say that, unfortunately, our speech
is really greatly affected by borrowings and, w hat is more, we can say, and that
this process has a tendency of growing with years. And statistics say that more
than 20% of our lexicon is borrowed from English. We can see in our daily
life how English influence on Russian. As we found out, people have become
indifferent to the fate of their language. People don’t know the meaning of
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new words, but have already forgotten some of their native words. In order to
replace borrowings by our native language we should do it right now.
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Связь творческого наследия Гёте с миром Востока была обусловлена
не только глубоким интересом поэта и мыслителя к восточной культуре,
но и свойственным ему особым «восточным» мировосприятием, которое
проявлялось в бессознательном следовании восточной духовной тради
ции в русле общего «восточного» направления интеллектуальной исто
рии Запада. У Г. Гессе это западноевропейское стремление обозначено
метафорой «паломничество в страну Востока», когда Восток выступает

